Decentralized Development
Automation Platform
Buddy is disrupting the $110 billion application
development and deployment software industry
About Buddy

Our Vision

Buddy is a winning development automation
platform that serves a rapidly growing market
valued to become $345 billion by 2022. Partnered
by industry leaders such as Docker, Github,
Microsoft Azure and Google.

Our vision is to become the backbone on which
talented people can build world-altering apps &
services. Our goal is to take the load off millions of
developers by offloading everything that can be
automated – giving them back the time for being
creative.

Industry Problems

Opportunities

Barriers to adoption

$110 Billion Market

Development automation provides great value but
its adoption is challenging because of app
complexity, ingrained cultures and too many tools

Expected to grow to $345 billion by 2022

Obsolete tools

Medium-to-large high performers can save more
than $30M yearly

Solutions that come and go can’t continue to
innovate and will have to be replaced

Difficult scaling
Large teams which use automation as a key
differentiator and value driver, struggle to scale up
their DevOps infrastructure

Astronomical ROI

Huge boon to organizations
A key differentiator and value driver that can
benefit all companies

See the whitepaper for details, data sources and more insights

Marketplace Partners

Our Solution
Buddy streamlines the entire application development & deployment process. It frees up developers’ time
for creativity and innovation as well as drastically improving and easing their workload.

Automation Pipelines

Sandboxes

Automation GRID

Automate your application
development and deployment
with 70+ ready-to-use steps

Full-stack previews & test
environments that work as
instant application previews for
every code branch

Automatically scalable, private or
shared infrastructure for running
an infinite number of pipelines,
sandboxes & blockchain nodes

DevOps Marketplace

BlockchainOps

Distributed BaaS

An open platform for developers
and experts to build their own
solutions, pluggable into the
Automation Pipelines

Steps to use in automation
pipelines, dedicated to
Blockchain development

Quickly design, test and deploy
solutions using distributed
ledgers

The Benefits for Token Holders
Tokens issued by a
fully- operating,
profitable company

Strong partnerships
with the market
leaders

Fully operational &
acclaimed platform

Leading companies
already as customers

Proven team with
innovative track
record

Short roadmap
oriented to deliver
fast results

Strong token utility &
economy organically
embedded into the
platform

Enormous potential in
a rapidly growing
market of est. $345
billion by 2022

Get in Touch

https://token.buddy.works
ico@buddy.works

